Proof: We will show that also E,(Af) < ct1 JlfI 2 and the desired result will follow from Lemma 1. Let t > 0 be given and let Qn be the cubes associated with Jfl and t as in Lemma 2. Let g = f outside D = U Qn and g = Qn I-fQn fdx in
Qn. Let h = f -g. Then clearly g9 I 2nt almost everywhere and gII g if I. Furthermore,fQn hdx = 0 and IIhi1 21tfII . Thus, we have E,12(Ag) , 2rcit 1hTlgir K 2?cit-rf(2nt)`1t 9g dx < 2n(r-1) + rCet-1ttgtt1 (r 1) + rcit_1Jtf It1.
Let now Di be the union of all spheres Sn concentric with Qn and with diameter equal to C2 times the diameter of Q.. Let where Di' and 8,n' are the complements of DI and S,, respectively. Consequently, Et12(Ah) I Di4 + 2t-fDWItAhtdx S C2tDt + 2t-'c3thH,. Since I|hit1 21fi land IDI = ZIQnt <, Zt-lfQntftdx-<( t-'tlft1i it follows that E,12(Ah) ( Given a point x = (xl, X2. x x,) in En we denote by x its projection x = (X2, .... xn) on En-i. With a function f(x) in M(B), we associate the function F(x) = 7rf with values in M(B) of the real line defined by F(t) = f(X2, x. x. ) Now we introduce norms with multiple exponents P = (pa, P2, -. Pn) in M(B) (see (1)). THEOREM 2. Let k(x) be a function whose values are bounded linear operators from B, to B2; let k be measurable and integrable on compact sets. Forf £ Lo (B1), define Af = f k(x -y)f(y)dy. Suppose that (i) for some r > 1 and all f the inequality lIAfI7 r < c1ttft tr holds, and
Then Af ( LP(B2) for all P = (p', P2 .... Pn), 1 < P < o, and IIAfII p cp|f IIP with cp depending only on c1, C2, and P.
Proof: Let A be the operator on Lo (B2*) defined by Jfk*(y -x)g(y)dy.
It is easy to see that the inequality ||Ag9|| < c||gIj, holds if and only if IIAfi P crfl Ip, q = p/(p -1) is valid. Furthermore, since | * = I k|, A satisfies the same assumptions as A does with exponent r/(r -1) in (i). Now suppose that f has support in x -xojI p and mean value zero. Then by (ii)
Thus A satisfies the assumptions of and consequently ||8FI P1 S cplFl P1 for all F of the form F = 7rf, f E La" (Bl, En). Now, functions of this form are dense in L "(Bi, E.-,) with respect to the norm of Ll(B, E.-,) and a passage to the limit yields ||)VFI|m S cpj Fit for all F LdD(B, E,,-). This and the inequalities for K,(X) obtained above show that 2f, satisfies the assumptions of the theorem uniformly in v, and our inductive hypothesis yields |I1FI cp|Fi I|, where | I F| is the norm of F as an element of LP(B1, E.-I) and 1 12F|fI-is the norm of ? [, F in Lp(B2, E, , , and cp is independent of P.
Let now f be an element of L (B1, E.). Then, II',,AyjflIp = IIwroyA-yfII-= lWl,7rfII-< CpilrfII7= cPIifii.
Since y, f=f for P sufficiently large we have IIAfIIP= lim II-yA7yJIIp S cPIJfj|P and the theorem is established.
Remark: It is readily seen that the theorem is still valid for P = (p, p, .... p), 1 < p < co, if condition (ii) is replaced by the weaker one: for all u E B1 and
THEOREM 3. Let k(x) be a function whose values are bounded operators from the Hilbert space H1 to the Hilbert space H2; let k be measurable and integrable on compact sets not containing the point x = 0. Suppose that (i) forO< e< 6, | fk(x)dxj c f < IXI < 6 and for each u C H1,
Let A. be the operator on Lj'(HI) with values in M(H2) defined by Af= f k(x -y)f(y)dy. Furthermore, Ajf converges in L2(H2) as e 0. If instead of (iii) the stronger con-
is satisfied, the same conclusion holds with p replaced by P = (pI, P2, -pn)
Proof. Let 41 yI < p and u C H1. Then, fIk(x -y)ujdx fi [k(x - 
if (4/3)E < l xi < (4/5)5 and h(x -y) = h(x) = 0 if |xj < (4/5)E or |xI > (4/3)5. Consider now the spherical shells between the spheres of radii (4/5) E, (4/3) E, (4/5)5, (4/3)5 and center at x = 0 and let S1, S2, S3 be the portions of these shells contained in 41yI < |x . Using the preceding inequality, we get
Consequently h satisfies (i), (ii), and the first inequality in (iii) and thus also fIh(x -y)u dx S c-
Let now A be the Fourier transform of h. Then, setting z = x/2 x 2, we have
where the last integral is extended over I y I > 4f zi, |Y-z < 51 z . Observing that Ie2ri(x-) -1 cixi Iyi and Ie27i(xy) + 1i % clxi ly -zi, using the preceding inequality, and (i), (ii) , and the first inequality in (iii), which are valid for h with c replaced by c, we can estimate ! (x)u| from the last expression and find that h(x)ui < cI u|. Now Plancherel's identity is valid for Fourier transforms of Hilbert space valued functions. This is readily seen by expressing the elements of the Hilbert space in terms of an orthonormal basis. Consequently, we have iih*fii2'= ii.fh(x -y)f(y)dyii2 = iihfi 2 ( c|/fi2 = jifi||2 for f C L'(H1) with c independent of e and 5. Now for fC L '(H,) we have (h*f) (x) --(A 4f) (x) 
converges for each x, uniformly on compact sets. Since in addition Ajf is independent of e for e < 1 and x sufficiently large, it follows that AEf converges in L"(H2) or LP(H2), according to the case. Our theorem is thus established.
The following result is useful to determine the existence of inverses to the operators under consideration.
THEOREM 4. Let h(x) be a function whose values are bounded operators from a Hilbert space H1 to a Hilbert space H2 such that the functions h(px) of x, 0 < p < co, are equicontinuous with respect to the operator norm in 1 < xl < 2 andl h(x) I is bounded.
Let Af, f E L '(Hl) be defined by (Af) = h(x)f(x) where (Af) and fare the Fourier transforms of Af and f respectively. Suppose that Afl p < cpl Ifl P for all P = (ply p2, ... *p), 1 < pi < a. Then if A hag a bounded inverse as an operator from L2(H1) to L2(H2), it also has a bounded inverse as an operator from LP(H1) to LP(H2), finite for all P = (Pi, .P.. p,) 1 < pi < a). This is a weak vectorial version of a theorem of Mihlin which can be derived from Theorem 2 as it is done in reference 5, Theorem 2.5. Let now I be the identity operator and X a number such that B -XI has a bounded inverse in L2(H1). Then, k(x) -XI has a bounded inverse (k -XI) -'(x) for each x and (k -XI) -'(x)l is bounded. Furthermore (k -XI) -(x) has infinitely many continuous derivatives in x # 0, and differentiating successively the identity (k -XI) (k -XI)1 = I an inductive argument shows that derivatives of order m of (k -XI)'-(x) are O( xi -Im) in norm. Consequently, I | (B -I)-'l|p is finite for all P, 1 < pi < a, and B -I has a continuous inverse as an operator in Lp(H1). Consequently, the spectrum of B as an operator in LP(H1) is contained in its spectrum as an operator in L2(H1). In particular, we have [B]p I [B] 2. Suppose now that in the hypothesis of the theorem we have H1 = H2. The equicontinuity of h(px) in 1 < xl < 2 implies that h(etx) is uniformly continuous in the Cartesian product of the line -o < t < a) and the spherical shell 1 < I xI < 2. Then given E > 0 there exists an infinitely differentiable function l(x, t) which is bounded in norm and has derivatives of all orders bounded in norm such that l(x, t) -h(etx)I< e in -o < t < c, 1 <|xI< 2. Setting k(x) = l(xIxI -l, log xI), we find that k(x) -h(x) < e. Let now P = (pI, P2 . .. pn), 1 < pi < (X be given and let s and Pi = (pi('), ... pn(l)), 0 < s < 1, 1 < pi(') < co be related to P as above. Thus A satisfies the hypothesis of the theorem and AA does also. Now, if A has a bounded inverse as an operator from L2(H1) to L2(H2), then k*(x)k(x) has an inverse for each x whose norm is a bounded function of x. Since k*(x)k(x) is selfadjoint and positive, there exist two positive numbers p and r such that p1 l k*(x)k(x) ) rI. Consequently, PrI k*kIP+rI r-P 2 2 2 and therefore,
Thus the spectrum of AA as an operator in LP(H1) is contained in the a circle with center at (p + r)/2 and radius (p -r)/2 and hence does not contain the origin.
Consequently AA has a bounded inverse in L'(H1) and (AA)-'A is a left bounded inverse of A as an operator from LP(H1) to LP(H2). Remark: The statement of the theorem remains valid if P is replaced by p, 1 < p < co, throughout.
Applications.-(1) Let k(x) be a numerical function in En which is homogeneous of degree -n, continuously differentiable in x $ 0 and of mean value zero on x| = 1. Then Theorem 3 applies to the integral fk(x -y)f(y)dy = lx -vl > e AJ' and yields well-known results as well as new estimates for the Lu-norms of Ajf.
(2) Let sp(x) be a numerical function in En satisfying the following conditions:
(iii) fIp(x -y) -p(x)Idx cIyj ¶ Then t-n -/2op(x/t) is a square integrable function of t for each x, x $ 0. Let k(x) be the operator acting on the space of complex numbers and transforming the number a into the function t-n -'12 p(x/t)a of t in L2(0, oc). As we will see below, k satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3 and, cbnsequently, if f is bounded and has compact support and is, except for a constant factor, a left inverse of A. But Theorem 3 also applies to A*. Hence, = IIA*AfK C C cpI|AfI'pI P '(pi.-p(n), 1 < pi < as (3) To obtain the well known results about the "area" function of Littlewood Paley and its generalizations, one considers the operator valued function k(x) which transforms the complex number a into the function t-n-'12(p(x/t -z) of t and z, 0 < t < O, I zf R, where s is the function described in (2). Then as in (2) I Benedek, A., and R. Panzone, "The spaces LP with mixed norm," Duke Math. J., 28, no. 3, 301-324 (1961) .
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Math. Soc., 88, 430-466 (1958 As it happens, the proof of MTa and MTb can be modified to give slightly stronger results which deal with even narrower classes. In the specification of the class of
